
“ We have been 95% paperless this year.
Your attendance does not get lost and you
have all your attendance archived for
several years ”

THE SIMPLEST

WAY TO MANAGE

ATTENDANCE

GET DEMO TRY FREE

How the YMCA of Greater Williamson
Successfully Went Paperless

Going paperless is good for everyone.

Dustin Forsythe and his team’s goal was to not only save paper (and they used to print a lot of copies for roster etc.), but 
also to enhance the experience of the parents and make it easy for his counselors and administrators. Working hand in 
hand with KidKiosk team, the
YMCA of Greater Williamson County developed a program that addressed their concerns and also helped with reporting 
and compliance.

“We used “We used to print these rosters every week for all of our 70 sites. The paper and printing budget was through the roof”, 
Dustin explained. ”Just the savings on paper has been able to pay for KidKiosk. The staff has picked up on KidKiosk very 
easily.”, he added. 

KidKiosk not only assigns unique and secure PINs to parents but also captures their electronic signatures. Parents are no-
tified when their child has been checked in or picked up. Staff can run reports in a matter of seconds and export it to MS 
Excel or PDF as needed.

YMCA of Greater Williamson County plans on implementing a similar product for their ChildWatch program in 2017.

5000 students

70 sites

150 staff members

Over 10,000 sheets of paper saved!
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KEY FACTS

Dustin Forsythe
Technology Director
YMCA Greater
Williamson County

Our parents LOVE the
notification they get
when their child is
checked-in or
checked-out. Plus
attendance reports are
at our fingertips.at our fingertips.
WIN-WIN!”

In the span of a year, the YMCA of 

Greater Williamson County, one of 

nation’s largest YMCA, enhanced their 

before/afterschool, camps and 

childcare programs by making it 

paperless, mobile and quicker.


